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The Sunderbans & Mangrove Forests of West Bengal

The Sundarbans biosphre reserve in West Bengal is a mangrove area in the delta formed by the
confluence of the Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna Rivers in the Bay of Bengal. It spans from
the Hooghly River in India's state of West Bengal to the Baleswar River in Bangladesh. It comprises
closed and open mangrove forests, land used for agricultural purpose, mudflats and barren
land, and is intersected by multiple tidal streams and channels. Four protected areas in the
Sundarbans are enlisted as UNESCO World Heritage Sites, viz. Sundarbans National
Park, Sundarbans West, Sundarbans South and Sundarbans East Wildlife Sanctuaries. Despite
these protections, the Indian Sundarbans were considered endangered in a 2020 assessment
under the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems framework.

Forest Cover-
10,000 sq.km

West Bengal, extends 
over 4,260 km2

Khulna Division extends 
over 6,017 sq.km
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The Sunderbans & Mangrove Forests of West Bengal

Habitats

35 Reptile species 290 Birds species

8 Amphibian species 

42 Mammal species 120 Fish species 

Sundarbans: At a Glance 
The mangrove dominated Ganges Delta- the
Sundarbans is a complex ecosystem comprising
one of the three largest single tracts of mangrove
forests of the world. The Indian part of the forest is
estimated to be about 40 percent, while the
Bangladeshi part is 60 percent. The Sundarbans
along the Bay of Bengal has evolved over the
millennia through natural deposition of upstream
sediments accompanied by intertidal segregation.
The physiography is dominated by deltaic
formations that include innumerable drainage lines
associated with surface and subaqueous levees,
splays and tidal flats. There are also marginal
marshes above mean tide level, tidal sandbars and
islands with their networks of tidal channels,
subaqueous distal bars and proto-delta clays and
silt sediments. The Sundarbans' floor varies from 0.9
to 2.11 metres (3.0 to 6.9 ft) above sea level.

Sundarbans features two ecoregions —
"Sundarbans freshwater swamp forests" and
"Sundarbans mangroves".
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The Sundarbans delta consists of 10,200 sq km of mangrove forest spreading over India (4,200 sq km)
and Bangladesh (6,000sq km) forests areas.

Ø The Indian Sunderbans region consist of 4,200 sq km of reserved forests along with 5,400 sq km of
non forest area i.e, a total of 9600 sq. km. Of this the Sundarbans Tiger Reserve is spread over 2585
sq. km. The entire area is a conglomeration of river channels, creeks and islands which total about
102 in number. Of these 54 islands are inhabited and the rest 48 islands are forested.

Ø The core areas have been notified as the Critical Tiger Habitat having an inviolate area of 1699.62
sq. km. The rest area of 885.27 sq. km has been designated as the buffer zone. Fishing and tourism
allowed in buffer zones.

Ø The area is bound by the river Matla in the west which also forms the boundary with the territorial
Forest Division of 24 Parganas (South). The rivers Kalindi and Harinbhanga and Raimongal in the
east form the international boundary with Bangladesh Sunderbans. On the south of the Reserve
lies the Bay of Bengal. The northwest is bounded by rivers Bidya, Gomdi, and which form
boundary with the revenue villages bordering the Tiger Reserve.

Ø The sources of all rivers especially on the western side are progressively getting silted up resulting in
the rivers getting more brackish and shallower. All these rivers experience tides diurnally. The tidal
amplitude on an average is 2.15 mts. (max -5.68 mt; min- 0.96 mt). A network of rivers, channels
and creeks intersect the entire area.
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Mr Prabir Banerjea in conversation with PCCF, Mr Ravi Kant Sinha, CCF Mr Tapan Das & DFO Mr
Deepak M Reddy.
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Balipara Foundation’s field trip to Sundarbans (West Bengal) 

In Co-ordination with:
v Balipara Foundation- Co-Founder: Prabir

Banerjea & Banerjea, RuFU lead: Gautam
Baruah

v Principal Chief Conservator Forest & HoFF of
West Bengal- Ravi Kant Sinha

v Chief Conservator of Forest/FD- Tapas Das
v CF/JD- Ajoy Kr Das
v DFD- Deepak M Reddy
v DFO- Milan Kanti Mondal, 24 Parganas

(South)
v ADFO- Anurag Choudhury, 24 Parganas

(South)
v Foresters & Rangers of Sundarbans

Filed Activities in Sundarbans (West Bengal)

v PCCF Mr Ravi Kant Sinha making a 
presentation at the NaturenomicsTM
workshop.

v NaturenomicsTM workshop with 
PCCF, CCF, CF, DFO, & DFD & 
Rangers and foresters.
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Prabir Banerjea & Gautam Baruah with forest 
guards of Sundarbans bio-spehere reserve.
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v Visit to Gariahat village in Duttar range
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Road infrastructures at Gariahat village in Duttar range
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Economic Aspects of Sundarbans

The Sundarbans plays an important role in the
economy of the southwestern region of
Bangladesh as well as in the national economy.
Ø It is the single largest source of forest

produce in the country. The forest provides
raw materials for wood-based industries. In
addition to traditional forest produce like
timber, fuelwood, pulpwood etc., large-scale
harvest of non-wood forest products such as
thatching materials, honey, beeswax, fish,
crustacean and mollusc resources of the
forest takes place regularly.

Ø The vegetated tidal lands of the Sundarbans
function as an essential habitat, produces
nutrients and purifies The forest also traps
nutrient and sediment, acts as a storm
barrier, shore stabiliser and energy water.
storage unit.

Ø The Sunderbans provides an aesthetic
attraction for local and foreign tourists. The
water houseboat in the Sundarbans is also a
recent attraction among the tourists.

Agriculture:

Part of the Sundarbans is shielded from tidal
inflow by leaves and there one finds villages and
agriculture.
Ø During the monsoon season, the low lying

agricultural lands are waterlogged and the
summer crop (kharif crop) is therefore
mainly deep-water rice or floating rice.

Ø In the dry winter season the land is normally
uncropped and used for cattle grazing.
However, the lands near the villages are
irrigated from ponds that were filled up during
monsoon, and vegetable crops (Rabi crops)
can be grown here.
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Social Profile (Communities/Population/Habitation)

The Sundarbans has a population of over 4
million but much of it is mostly free of
permanent human habitation. Despite human
habitations and a century of economic
exploitation of the forest well into the late
1940s, the Sundarbans retained a forest closure
of about 70% according to the Overseas
Development Administration (ODA) of the
United Kingdom in 1980.

Ø As per 2001 census there are 3.9 million living
in the fringe area.

Ø The population is economically backward,
and the area has very poor infrastructure
like roads, jetties and electricity which
render most of the places remote and
inaccessible.

Ø Majority of the population is dependent on
agriculture in the absence of any major
industry. However, as the agriculture is
mainly rain fed, the yield is poor.

Ø There is an acute shortage of drinking water
in the villages.

Ø People without any land are dependent on
professions like fishing and tiger prawn seed
collection. The latter particularly is causing
large scale damage to marine biodiversity.

Ø During the honey season from April to May,
the fringe communities mainly local honey
collectors called as 'Maulies' are engaged
in honey collection.
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Villager spraying water in the farm manually,  
fetching water from nearby ponds & canals 
created through rain water harvesting models.
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Sundarbans Bio-spehere Management by Fringe communities & Forest Department

Ø 26 JFMCs, each consists of 2 to 3 villages. All around 2 to 3 km from boundary of the forest.
JFMCs are managed by range offices.

Ø Major interphase between humans and forest is fishing and seasonal honey collection.
Major efforts in this direction are to reduce the impact of people in the forest and hence
human animal conflict.

Ø Tiger attacking human cases has been on rise due to people sailing close to animal habitats
for fishing and crab collection.

Ø The forest department put up a 105 km stretched of nylon fence to prevent tigers entering
village which according to the department is working efficiently and which is solving half of
the conflict situation.

Ø Efforts has been taken to stop people entering the forest is by distributing 40 % of tourism
revenue to the JFMCs and ensuring utilization of the fund for the community works. Rest 60 %
of the revenue is used for building community infrastructure and development by the forest
department.

Outcomes & Roadmap for the Future

Habitat Restoration & Plantation projects can be
explored in the North West Bengal Forest.

Agroforestry has limited scope due to saline ground
water

Ecotourism in villages has limited scopes as younger
generations moved out of the villages for livelihood

Fishing and Livestock farming modules can be explored
with the fringe communities.

Guidance of Marine Ecologist to intervene and
implement projects is crucial at Sundarbans


